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(ABSTRACT)

The 1nstab1l1ty of flows around hump and d1p 1mperfect1ons 1s

1nvest1gated. The mean flow 1s calculated us1ng 1nteract1ng boundary

layers, thereby account1ng for v1scous/1nv1sc1d 1nteract1on and

separat1on bubbles. Then, the two-d1mens1onal l1near 1nstab1l1ty of
A

th1s flow 1s analyzed, and the ampl1f1cat1on factors are computed.

Results are obta1ned for several he1ght/w1dth rat1os and locat1ons. The

theoret1cal results have been used to correlate the exper1mental results

of Green1ng and Walker. The observed trans1t1on locat1ons are found to

correspond to ampl1f1cat1on factors vary1ng between 7.4 and 10,

cons1stent w1th prevlous results for flat plates. The method accounts l

for Tol1m1en—Schl1cht1ng waves, the shear layer 1nstab1l1ty, and the1r

1nteract1on. Separation 1s found to 1ncrease s1gn1f1cantly the

ampl1f1cat1on factor.
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CHAPTER I
f

INTROOUCTION

The performance of natural laminar flow (NLF) alrfoils 1s

critically dependent on the location of transitlon, which may be

strongly lnfluenced by surface imperfections. Although modern metal and
W

composite manufacturlng techniques can provide smooth surfaces that are

compatiable wlth NLF, manufacturing tolerance criteria are needed for

other unavoidable surface imperfectlons. These lmperfectlons include

waviness and bulges, steps and gaps at junctlons, and three·d1mens1onal

roughness elements such as flush screw head slots and lncorrectly

lnstalled flush rlvets. Other unavoidablegdlscontinuities arlse from
the installation of leading edge panels on wings, nacelles, and T

empennage surfaces and the installation of access panels, doors, and
·

windows on fuselage noses and engine nacelles1'3. Because

dlscontlnultles cannot be avolded, a gu1de 1s needed for manufacturing

tolerances.. The guide 1s not related to the drag generated by these
e

d1scont1nu1t1es, but 1t 1s related to their allowable sizes so that

lamlnar flow can be maintained. The echanisms by which these

lmperfectlons cause transltion include ampl1f1cat1on of Tollmien-

Schllchting waves, Kelv1n·Helmholtz 1nstab1l1ty (for separated flows),

, ampllficatlon of crossflow vort1c1ty, Gortler lnstabllity, enhancement

of receptlvlty of freestream turbulence and acoustlc disturbances, and

any interaction between two or more of these mechan1sms3•4'8.
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Walker and Greening made wind tunnel experlments to determine the

effect of two-dimensional smooth bulges and hollows on the transition of

the flow over a flat plate. They used surface tubes to determine the

location of trans1t1on from laminar to turbulent flow. Their bulges and

hollows were mounted on one side of a smooth flat aluminum plate, having

an elliptic leading edge. H1slop carried out similar experiments for

narrow spanwlse surface ridge corrugations on a flat plate.

Walker and Cox made wind tunnel experlments to study the effect of

spanwlse corrugations on an airfoil. These experlments were made for

three forms of narrow corrugations (flat, arch and wire) situated in the

laminar boundary layer of a large symmetric alrfoil (EQH 1260 section),

mounted at zero angles of attack.

Fage4 collected the three previous works and established criteria

for the critical heights of these imperfections that cause transition
1

.

from laminar to turbulent flow. He found out that the flow conditions

near a corrugatlon which affect transltlon are associated with a separ-

ation of the laminar boundary layer from its surface. Carmichaels'7

also developed empirlcally based cr1ter1a for allowable waviness and

roughnesses that cause either laminar separatlon or amplification of r

Tollmlen-Schlichtlng waves. His cr1ter1a are for allowable single and

multiple bulges or slnusoidal waviness for both swept and unswept wing g

surfaces. His experiments include the 1nfluence of compresslbility,

suctlon, pressure gradlents, mult1ple imperfections, and wing sweep.

The flight experlments of Holmes, Obara, Martin and 0ormack3 demonstrate

the strong influence of shapes of steps on the transltion location and

2



hence on the allowable heights of such imperfections. They found that

by rounding a foward-facing step, the transition Reynolds number

increases from 1800 to 2700. Carm1chael's criteria are based on

experiental results for waves located more than 25-percent chord

downstream of the leading edge and hence they will underpredict

allowable imperfections in the leading edge region and overpredict

allowable lmperfections in regions of unaccelerated flows. Klebanoff.

and Tldstromg used a spanwlse trip wire as a roughness element, which

causes local upstream and downstream separatlons, the latter extending

forty to f1fty times the height of the wire before reattachment to the

wall.
Inspite of all these investigations, an understanding of the

physics of the 1nstab1l1ty of flows around surface lmperfections 1s

still lacklng. As a first step toward such an understanding, this work
~

investigates the influence of a two-dimensional hump or dip on the two-

dimensional stability. This work uses a comb1nat1on of linear stability

theory and the exp(N) criterion that has proven to be a valuable tool

for correlatlng transition and for evaluating natural laminar flow as

well as laminar flow control concepts10'2°. Since linear stabillty of

parallel as well as nonparallel incompressible and compressible flows 1s

well established, the major task in evaluating the influence of

_ imperfections 1s an accurate prediction of the mean flow.

For smooth surfaces, one can use a conventlonal boundary-layer

formulation to solve for the mean flow over swept and unswept wing

surfaces. However, conventional boundary-layer formulations cannot



predict flow over surfaces with imperfections, such as suction strips

and slots, waviness and bulges, steps and gaps at junctions, and three-

dimensional roughness elements because of the strong viscous/inviscid
”

coupling and flow separation. Instead, one needs to use a triple—deck

formulation, an interacting boundary-layer formulation, or a Navier-

Stokes solver. All these approaches account for the viscous/invicid

interaction as well as separation bubbles, but Navier-Stokes solvers are

very expensive compared with triple—deck and interacting boundary—layer

formulations. In this work, we use an interacting boundary-layer

formulation, which already had been used to compute compressible as well

as incompressible flows over smoothed steps, wavy surfaces and humps,

convex and concave corners, suction or blowing slots, and finite-angle

trailing edges. In most of these applications separation bubbles and

upstream influence exist and comparisons with solutions of the Navier-
ß

Stokes equations and/or experiments had shown good agreement. Gleyzes,

Cousteix and Bonnetzl, Vatsa and Carterzz, and Davis and Carterzg used

interacting boundary—layer theory to analyze separation bubbles near the

leading edges of airfoils. Davis, Carter and Reshotko24 developed an
I

interacting boundary—layer technique for the calculation of transitional

separation bubbles over infinite swept wings; the results are in good

agreement with Horton's25 detailed experimental data for separated flow

over a swept plate.

The purpose of this work is to study the effect of a two-

dimensional roughness element or a two-dimensional surface waviness,

represented by a hump or a dip, on the two-dimensional stability of

·
4



boundary layers over flat plates. Quartic humps with different sizes

and locations are studied first. Then, the theory is used to correlate

the experimental data of Walker and Greening.
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CHAPTER II{
THEORY AND ANALYSIS

2.1 Mean Flow
The two-dImensIonal IncompressIble lamInar boundary layer over the

plate and the hump Is determIned by solvIng the InteractIng boundary-

layer equatIons26•27. These equatIons account for upstream Influence

through the InteractIon of the vIscous flow wIth the InvIscId flow

outsIde the boundary layer. Moreover, they are also capable of

capturIng separatIon bubbles wIthout dIffIcultIes. SolutIons are

obtaIned by.usIng a fInIte—dIfference method In whIch the grId spacIngs

acknowledge the scalIngs predicted by the trIple—deck theory In the

InteractIon regIon.
FIgure 1 shows a small symmetrIc hump of height h* and wIdth 2b*

whose center Is located at x;. We Introduce dImensonless varIables usIng “

L* and U:, where L* Is the dIstance from the leadIng edge to a reference

poInt, as reference quantItIes. In terms of dImensIonless varIables,

the hump shape Is gIven by
‘ ”

m
L L

where *
,,

¤ 1 { (2)
we present numerIcal results for a quartIc hump gIven by

{(1 - ;2)’ If |;| $1 (2)
f(c) = ( · ·

0 If Icl >1 · .

and the Walker and GreenIng hump _

. 6 °



(4)
f(l§)= xr ß

~ 0 if |;| > 1
The flowflled over the plate with the hump 1s assumed to be governed by

the steady, lncompressible boundary-layer equatlons
du ! ’

au 22-..2U62** V ay ° ue dx + Re ay! (5)
au av S

where ue 1s the streamwise edge velocity and
4 4 4Re'= USL /v (7)

1The no-slip and no—penetrat1on conditions demand that
‘ ' ’ ‘

u = v = 0 at y = h f[;(x)] (8)

Away from the wall, - 4

Ua>US GS _Y+¤¤ (9)

To solve Eqs. (5)—(9), we first use the Prandtl transposition

theorem, let-‘
z = y - h f[;(x)], w = v - h u %§{;(x)] ° (10)

and rewrlte the problem as -
A

du ! ·au au e 1 a u

au aw S

u = w = 0 at Z = 0 (13)

( u + ue as z + ¤ (14)

° 7



Then, we introduce the Levy-Lees varlables (specialized for
lncompressible flow)

8
· ·

x
5 = f uedx, n (15)

o
,9. ,£s m @*6 ·_ F „€„ v „el•=,„+~ (,,11 (16)

and rewrite Eqs. (11)—(14) as
225FF; + VF" + 6(F - 1) — Fun = 0 (17)

9 25FE + Vu + F = 0 (18)

. F = V = 0 at n = 0 (19)

F·•]. 85 n·»¤• (20) ·

F = F(a„„¤) at c = ao (21)

where 5¤ corresponds to a location upstream of the interaction region

and
‘

du

V 6 id; (22)
' For sooth surfaces, one can use conventlonal boundary-layer

. calculatlons tc determine the flowfleld. However, in the presence of
U

the hump, one needs to account for the viscous/inviscid lnteractlon.

The interactlon law relates the edge veloclty ue to the dlsplacement T

surface
1

6 = iää [ (1 — F)dn (23)
e o „

Using thin airfoil theory, we have

· 8



d ° -*6
ue = Ge + é fil, dt (24)

_ where ue is the lnviscid surface velocity in the absence of the boundary
layer which is also given by thin a1rfo1l theory as

_ „ Abt (26)
The princlple values of the Cauchy integrals in Eqs. (24) and (25) are

assumed. If we let T = f + ugs, where f = Jäghf, then Eq. (24) can be

rewrltten as dT (26)
Equations-(17)-(21) can be either solved simultaneously with the

1nteract1on law (26) or by iteratlng on (26). The latter approach

suffers from convergence problems. Veldmanzg was the first to use the

first approach. He integrated Eq. (26) by parts to obtain a second
‘ drlvative for T and expressed ue as a linear combination of the values

of s at the nodes. Davis and Herlezö modified this approach by

performing the integration by parts to elimlnate the derivative of T and

assumed T to be constant over a dlfferencing lnterval. This yielded a

f1rst—order accurate scheme. In this work, we follow Davis and werle
but assume T to vary llnearly over a differencing interval, thereby

yleldlng a second-order accurate scheme that 1s consistent with the

accuracy of the differenclng scheme employed for Eqs. (17) and(18).He

dlvide the x-axis 1nto equally spaced intervals of length sx and

let xi denote the node points at which the boundary-layer solution ls to
be found. Following Davis and Nerle, we let

9 6



6 = cl/x for 0 s x s xl

6 = cz/Y for xr s x s ¤ _

where xl and xr are the locations of the left and right boundarles of
the interaction region. The constants cl and cz are determlned by
patchlng with the displacement thlcknesses at xl +-% ax and xr -·% ax.
Taking xi to be the center of an element extendlng from xi —·% AX to

xi +-% ax, Davis and werle assumed that T 1s uniform over this element
with a value equal to 1ts central value Ti. This approximation is

conslstent with the first-order x-dlfferencing used by Davis and

werle. In the present paper, we use a second—order f1n1te·d1fference

scheme ln solvlng the boundaryélayer equatlons, and therefore, we have

to upgrade the accuracy of evaluating the Cauchy integral. we assume
” that T varies llnearly over an element centered at xi as

T = T1+·% (T1+1- T1_1)v, for lvl s·% (27)

where v = (x — xi)/Ax (28)

Before substituting the linear expressions for T, we split the integral

in Eq. (26) as
an gl X

‘

Is]- ä-Edt=l1m(_l‘°'
L•E•

0
L•E•

T $1*

dT ·
X-6 X ¤ ·—

+I ‘+I' +1)%;:-dt (29)
XL X+e1 xr

Integrating the second and third integrals by parts yields

· 10



dTx ¤ -— T(x ) T(x )dt1* 11* *1 1YIdt+S¤T>%°K>7'L.E. xr r 1

T(x-el) + T(x+;1)
+ lim [——————-——-——————-

°161+Ü
*‘°1 Tdt “r Tat-I ;——;— -1 ;———)—l <3¤>xt x't 2 x+;1 x't 2

Now, substituting linear expressions for T and perform1ng the indicated
lntegrations and limits, we obtain 1

T /E°+1
¤e(X1) = 1 + X11! 1***1;::: ¤¤ (*:1r*]

2xt/5151 /51-1
1 T 1-/7 ‘

» +··—·—:g:: ßn (·*·:grÖ ‘ ·
2Xr/Ämai 1+/C1

+ Tm 1 11 1 I 1
/7117; ‘1" gi'

+ D T + E _ T — T 31 1 < >1 1 1>
131 k j J_1 k„ j+1 j—1

1
j¢1 _‘é

where k = |i·j|, D = —-——-,“ 1-4kz
‘ 1 1 2k·1[Nik °« ·ä*“ä•2:1·

51 5111



Here xl and xr are g1ven by

xl = xl — %·AX, xr = xm +-% AX

where xl and xm are the f1rst and last node po1nts 1n the 1nteract1on

reg1on. For later use, we rewr1te Eq. (31) 1n the form

ue(xl) = AGl + 1P(üe6)l (32) A
where

G = l· + u + (u 6) gi + (u 6) gi
1 A e1 e 1 1 e m 3

m - - -* l§l °k(“e‘)5
* E’k[ue°)j+1° (Ue6)j—1]

jd
1 1f 2 s 1 s m - 1 (33a)

1 " "’
4

1. " .Gl = i·+ue1

3 k e JJ=3
· + Ek[(ue6)j+l - (u€6)j_l] (33b)

_ 1 ‘ ' m l ‘

- -m-2r

= 1 1f 2 s 1
sbm

— 1 (33d)

I‘=1+g;+El for«1‘=1 (338)

r = 1 + g? + El for 1 - m l A (33f)

12



- m - - -‘“a1 9 jél Dkfg * Ex (339)
The definitions of the g's are apparent from Eq. (31).

The continuity Eq. (18) can be rewritten as
8 S2; ag (F - 1) + vn + 1 + (F -·1) 0 (34)

Integrating Eq. (34) with respect to n from zero to n and using Eq. (19)

yields °
a n . n .)

v + N = 2;·;— f (1 - F)dn + f (1 - F)dN (35)9 o . o
Numer1ca11y N at infinity 1s represented by NN and V by VN. Hence,

as nN + ¤, Eq. (35) becomes
_ VN + NN = 2;·%E fo (1 - F)dÄ + fa (1)- F)dÄ (36)

From Eq. (23), we obta1n ·

1 · F dn = —In < > °u° wr)
o /?E

Substituting Eq. (37) into Eq. (36) y1e1ds
- dues

VN + nu = ‘
(38)

Using three-point backward differencing in discretizing Eq. (38), we V

have ·

VN + ¤N =
fü?where (

1 1a (39b)

° 91*91-1 91'91-2

13



c - c
al s‘1

‘ E1-1
a = (39d)2 (€1 41-2](£1—1 E1-2)

Subst1tut1ng for (u€6)1 from Eq. (32) 1n Eq. (39a) y1elds

V 6 (¤ 6 ) + 6 (¤ 6 )} (4¤)N "N 1 o xr r G 1 e1-1 1-1 2 e1-2 1-2
e

D1scret1z1ng Eq. (22) us1ng three-po1nt backward d1fferenc1ng, we obta1n

Us1ng Newton's method to l1near1ze the term ßiui, we have
°1“e1 " Ue1“1 * 21“e1 ’ Eiüei (42) ‘

where Ü;1 and E1 are, respect1vely, the values of uei and 61 from the

prev1ous 1terat1on. Subst1tut1ng Eq. (42) 1nto Eq. (41), solv1ng

for uei, and then subst1tut1ng the results 1nto Eq. (39a), we obta1n

VN + 661 = ~1• (43)
where

Jig; °oüe1

s
- + , Ü

' °

°
“N 41 o xr r _

al az · (45b)
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‘U ‘E
+ 25 (a u + a u )

S S _ e1 1 1 1‘e1-1 2 e1-2 (45S)
2:1aS - 61

Equat1ons (17)-(21) and the 1nteract1on law (32) are solved '

s1multaneously us1ng central d1fferenc1ng 1n the n direction and three-

po1nt backward d1fferenc1ng 1n the 5 d1rect1on. The flow Upstream of

the 1nteract1on reg1on 1s assumed to be the Blas1us flow.

2.2 Stab1l1ty Analys1s 2

In this work, we study the two-d1mens1onal spat1al quas1-parallel

stab1l1ty of the bas1c state calculated by the 1nteract1ng boundary-

layer code. 6

D1mens1onless quant1tes are introduced us1ng US and 6*,where*
·k6 =· I?) " <66>

and L* 1s a character1st1c length. To study the two-d1mens1onal
W

stab1l1ty of the bas1c flow U(x,t), V(x,t) and P(x,t), we superimpose on

1t a small d1sturbance and obta1n

U(><.y.t) = U(¤.y) + ¤(><.y.t) ~ (476)

V(x.y.t) = V(><.y) + v(><.y.t) (47b)

15
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Substltutlng Eqs. (47) into the Nav1er—Stokes equatlons, subtracting the

bas1c flow quantities and linearizing the resulting equations, we obtain

the following equationsz 8 ·
‘au 2H au &ae.1*.at + U ax + U ax + V ay + V ay + ax F”V U U (48)

2.~1.uyay.2Va¤1*. 1
at + U ax + u ax + V ay + v ay + ay - R v v 0 (49)
au av Swhere ‘

~A•·A··A·USp_6
R=*···?·—

The no-slip and no-penetratlon conditions at the wall yleld

u = v = 0 at y = hf(y) , (51)

The vanlshlng of the disturbance away from the wall y1elds ‘

u,vSp + O QS y + ¤ l (52)

We use the Prandtl—transposlt1on theorem and let °

5 = x 5 (53a)

z = y — hf(x) (53b)

w = v - hf'u’
·

(53c)

H = V — hf'U (53d)

( 8 - 2. - .2.3;-- SS hf' az (54a)
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a = a__ .Y; az (54b)

ghf• li hfw 2 54azz C)
2 22. 2 2.

2 2ay az -
vz = vz + nzfz Bi - zw Ä -1.4- 9- (54d)x,y 6,2 az2 agaz az

Substituting Eqs. (53) and (54) into Eq. (48), we obtain
2 2 - 22 22 - 22 2at + U aa Uhf' az +_u aa uhf' az + (W + Uhf') az

+(w+uhf')i;-g=-%%+hf'%§·e¥%v2u+%zu (56)
where

2 2
2 z 2.. - ..2.. - .2.. .z h f'2

az: 2hf' aaa:
hf“

az (57)

Rearranging Eq. (56) we have
2 22 22 2 22 2 - 22 2 2 22 2 °
at + U ag z N az + ag U + az w ag + R V U + hf. az + R z(u) (58)

Substituting Eqs. (53) and (54) into Eq. (49) and rearranging, we obtain
22. 22 .22 22. 22 22. 22 22at + hf' at + U aa + hf' U aa + W az + hf'W az + [az + hf' az]w

’ + (w Q-Q + ä + 2hf"U)uz= - gg + T} vzw + ä v2(hf'u)
z

+·% 1(w + hf'u) ' (59)

Equation (50) can be transformed into
au aw _
aa + az - 0 (60)

a The boundary conditions transform into

17



u=w='0 at Z=0 • (61)

u,p,w + 0 as 2 • ¤ (62)

Introducing the small parameter
*U*L*.„ 8 pan „==Re1/ =(—;·—) 1/9
UI

we have ~

* *4L; =/E=e
L

and
X*_y*For

a small hump, we scale 1t as

hf = eF(ex) ‘ (63) ·

where F = 0(1) so that

_ —nr· =
6“r·, nf“—= 6’F“ (64)

Substituting Eqs. (63) and (64) into Eqs. (58) and (59), we obtain

§+U%+§%w+%E—e‘°v2u+«:2{-F'%g+e'2§u'
+€·2w gg-}+O(s6)=O (65)

H H H, U2 2 wä •H '2 H_ at + U ag + az ° V W + ° {F at + F U ag + ° U az
+F'H—§ä·+[{2%-¥+F'ä%]w+(F'%+e°2%g·
+ 2eF"U]u} + O(66) = 0 . _ ' (66)

— 18
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Next, we use an order of magnltude analysis to show that the terms
ln curly brackets in Eqs. (65) and (66) are small and can be neglected

to the first approxlmatlon. Invoklng the trlple-deck scalings, we have
x* = L*(1 + Jxu) and y"' =

¤."'.’yu (67)
where xu and yu are the streamwise and transverse varlables in the upper

deck. It follows from Eq. (46) that
c“X =• 1 +

S3Xudhdso

that dX“
- 6 dy" 69E-? · S an ai- =* S ( )

But ‘ _ Q _

hence
u « 1 + 0 (62) (71ä)

Moreover, Qav . 62 22 =SY axu ax ° o(° ) (7l?)
¤¤ . 2.3.*2 =

B Sy- ayu ay · 0(6 ) _ . (71c)
Similarly .

v - ¤(J). Q; ·
¤(·=’). Q; ··

¤(»’) (72)
· In the m1ddle—deck,

au 2 gg _U = UB + U(5)• 7;; - U(5 )• ay U(1) (73)

v . o(.’), Q; . 0(c3), Q;
’ (74)

° In the lower-deck, ·
(u 5 ¤(5). ä « ¤(J). äj- · ¤(1) (75)
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and _

V=·¤(¤3). %¥=¤(•=°). {}}=¤(¤2) S (76)
It 1s evident from Eqs. (70)-(76) that the terms 1ns1de the curly

brackets in Eqs. (65) and (66) are at most of order of one. For

example, the term [e'2w %§] 1s of order (1) in the middle deck and of

order (e) in the lower deck. Since all of these terms are multiplled

by 62, they can be neglected ln comparison with the remalning terms. The

viscous terms [e“v2u] and [ekvzu] cannot be neglected because they are

order unity in the critical layer and near the wall. In fact,

Ineglectlng the nonparallel effects of the Blaslus boundary layer is

inconsistant with keeping the viscous-stress terms in the middle deck.

It 1s conslstant only 1n,a region of the order of the lower—deck

thlckness. _
Neglecting the terms in the curly brackets ln Eqs. (65) and (66),

we find that the resulting disturbance equations and boundary cond1t1ons

· become
A

S1
au au aU _gg 1 azu azu
·;E+Uä•·+W%··i+S£-jk-[-§7+-;·;E]¤'0

aw
.

aw ‘gg 1 azw azw ‘ 7

au aw S
_ ·

u=w=0 at z=0 ~

u,p,w,+0 as z+¤ (80)
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where U(x,y) 1s the local value at the position x at which the stability

1s computed.

. We seek a solution for Eqs. (77)-(80) in the form of a two-

dimensional traveling wave as

<¤.«.¤> = [·'i<z1.Q(z>.13<z>1e"“"“*’ 1811
where 0 1s the wavenumber and 0 is the frequency of the disturbance.

—For temporal stabillty, 0 1s real and 0 1s complex; 1ts real part

represents the frequency whereas its imaginary part represents the

growth rate. For spatial stability, 0 1s real and 0 1s complex. In

this work, we consider the spatial stabllity case in which 0 ls complex. ·

Substituting Eqs. (81) into Eqs. (77)-(80) and separating the g and
t varfations, we obtain the eigenvalue problem

1(au - 0){i + {301] + 105 0 (82) e

_ ~ ~ 1 z z ~l(aU-01)W+Dp-·ä(D ·¤)\1I=O (83)

101] + 01] - 0 (84)

at 2=0 (85)

U,\],|.;
+ O GS 2 —> ¤ (86)

where D = d/dz. To solve this eigenvalue problem, we express Eqs. (82)-

(84) as a system of first-order ordinary-differential equations and

determine its solution nuerically using a combination of SUPORTZQ and a
‘

Newton-Raphson procedure. For a given U, 0, and R, we determine 0 and

then calculate the N factor from

21



R
u = - zj aida (87)

R0
where Ro 1s the Reynolds number corresponding to Branch I.of the neutral

stability curve.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. The Mean Flow Characteristics

The mean flow over humps was computed for different height/width
ratios and different hump locations.

4

Figure 3 shows the skin-friction coefficient2Uz
cf/E: 3

Ä ä |n=0 ·A
for a quartic hump of h*/L* = 0.00126 at x;/L* = 0.75, where L* is the

location corresponding to Re = 9.5x105 at the middle of the hump. The‘v
interactive solution matches with the Blasius flow both upstream and far ‘

downstream of the hump. However, the upstream influence of the hump is
I

weaker than the downstream influence. In fact, the upstream influence
decays exponentially while the downstream influence decays algebraically

as shown by Sm1th3° for small humps.

The effect of the height/width ratio on the above mentioned

characteristics has been investigated.F̂igures4i7”4a, b, c, d show the _
skin-friction distributions over a quantic hump when h*/b* = 0.019,

0.024, 0.037, and 0.055. The corresponding pressure distributions are

shown in Fig. 5. For h*/b* s 0.024 the flow is attached. As h*/b*
increases beyond 0.024, a separation bubble forms at the leeside of the

hump. The size of the bubble increases as h*/b* increases. For
height/width ratios 0(1), one would expect a breakaway separation for
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whlch the present lnteractlng boundary-layer model breaks down, and one

needs to use a Navler—Stokes solver.
The effect of changing the hump locatlon on the mean flow has been

lnvestlgated. A hump of h*/b* = 0.055 ls placed at the flve dlfferent

locatlons x;/L* = 0.75, 0.861, 1.0, 2.19, and 2.86, correspondlng to R =
e

844, 904, 975, 1443, and 1648, respectlvely. The skln—frlct1on

dlstrlbutlons are deplcted ln Flgs. 6a—6e. They lndlcate that movlng
the hump, wlthout changlng lts slze, downstream relatlve to the posltlon

x*/L* = 1 reduces the separatlon bubble and the lnteractlon effect.

Thls ls because the hump ls embedded ln a thlcker boundary layer.
‘ Tables 1 and 2 show some of the mean flow propertles for the humps

and the dlps of walker and Greenlng. The veloclty outslde the boundary,

layer for the undlstorted surface, u, varles from 15.9 m/sec (53.0

ft/sec) to 28.5 m/sec (95.0 ft/sec) for the humps, and from 18.57 m/sec

(61.9 ft/sec) to 25.47 m/sec (84.9 ft/sec) for the dlps. The maxlmum_
transverse dlmenslon h* varles from 0.75 mm (0.03 ln) to 1.75 mm (0.07

ln) for the humps and from 1.425 mm (0.057 ln) to 1.675 mm (0.067 ln)

for the dlps. The observed transltlon length ls denoted by LT; lt ls

measured from the leadlng edge to the observed transltlon locatlon.

Although the helghts and wldths of the humps of walker and Greenlng are
dlfferent from the quartlc humps dlscussed above, the ratlo of the

A
helght to half-wldth ls about the same as that for the thlrd quartlc

hump ln Table 3. The Reynolds numbers at the mlddle of the humps or the

dlps Rm and at the locatlons of transltlon RT are based on the reference
Tléngth 6* so that T
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Rm = (Re)%, RT = (ä} Re]}‘ (88)
A11 of the previous quantities were ca1cu1ated d1rect1y from the

exper1menta1 data given by Ha1ker and Greening, but the streamwise
extents of the separation bubb1es are expressed as the difference in the
Reyno1ds numbers at separation and reattachment; that 1s,s

AR = R(reattachment) — R(separat1on) and AR 1s ca1cu1ated us1ng the
interacting boundary-1ayer code. Except for hump No. 1 a11 the humps in
Tab1es 1 and 2 and the dips have separation bubb1es. 4

Figures 7a and 7b show the sR1n—fr1ct1on coefficient for hump No.
14 and dip No. 1. One can see that the separation bubb1e occurs before
the center of the dip and after the center of the hump. Figures 8a and
8b show the pressure distribution coefficjent Cp for the same hump and
dip. Figure 9 shows the variation of the streamwise ve1oc1ty prof11es
for hump No. 14. The first and the 1ast ve1oc1ty prof11es are at

1ocat1ons away from the hump; they are essent1a11y B1as1us prof11es.

3.2. Stab111ty Characteristics

First, a quartic hump was considered, and the effect of

height/width ratio and the hump 1ocat1on on the growth rates and the N
factors of two—d1mens1ona1 waves were studied for the d1mens1on1ess

T frequency F = o*v* /U*2 = 25x10‘°.
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To investigate the influence of the height of a hump having a fixed

width on the growth rates and N factors, we located the center of the
hump xa at L* corresponding to R = 975. The growth rates for h*/b* =
0.019, 0.024, 0.037, and 0.055 are depicted in Figs. 10a, b, c, and d.
Shown also is the growth rate of the Blasius flow at the same
frequency. The presence of the hump increases the growth rate in the
interval (xa, xa — b*), decreases the growth rate in the interval

(xa — b*, xa), and increases the growth rate again in the interval

(xa, xa). The stabilizing and destabilizing effects are consistent with
the gradients of the pressure distributions shown in Figs. 5a, b, c, and
d.

Figure 11 shows the variation of the amplification factor with
streamwise position for different heights of the hump. It shows that (
for humps with h*/b* s 0.024 for which the flow is attached, the humps

1

a have a negligible effect on the N factor. When h*/b* = 0.037, there is
a small separation bubble, and the hump has a significant effect on the

N factor. As h*/b* 1ßc»aases further, the separation bubble increases,

and the N factor increases.
Table 3 shows the variation of the maximum N factor at F = 25x10“6

with h*/b*. when h*/b* = 0.037 and 0.055, the maximum N factors are
11.02 and 12.67, respectively, compared with 9.84 for theBlasiusflow.

The Reynolds number R = R9 at which N is 9 decreases from 1792

for the Blasius flow to 1680 and 1552 for humps having h*/b* = 0.037 and

0.055, respectively.
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Figure 12 shows the influence of the location of a hump having an
h*/b* = 0.055 on the variation of the amplification factor at F =
25x10'6 with streamwise location. For all locations at or upstream of .

Branch I of the Blasius flow, the N factor increases to 3 in a short

distance, namely, the interaction region of the hump. Downstream of the
interaction region, the growth rates are practically the same as those
of the Blasius boundary layer. Hence, the N factor increases slowly as

in the case of the Blasius boundary layer until it reaches its,

maximum. For locations downstream of Branch I of the Blasius flow, the

hump appears smaller compared with the thickness of the boundary layer

and hence, the separation bubble becomes smaller. Accordingly, the
increase in the N factor in the interaction region is smaller. The end
result is an overall smaller N factor. Table 4 shows that the Reynolds

number R9 at which N = 9 does not change as the hump is moved upstream
9

of Branch I but it increases as the hump is moved downstream. _

3.3. Correlation of Theoretical and Experimental Results

Table 5 shows the variations of the Reynolds number R9 at which N =

9 and the computed amplification factor NT at the experimentally T
measured transition location with the dimensionless frequency F for the

configuration #5 in Table 1. For F = 45x10°6, the maximum value of N is
8.4. It is clear that the most dangerous frequency has shifted from F =

25x10'6 for the Blasius flow to F =·37.5x10'6 for the disturbed flow.

U
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Moreover, the maximum computed amplification factor at the experimental
‘ ‘transition location is 8.7.

The amplification of two-dimensional disturbances is the result of
a complex interaction of Tollmien-Schlichting waves and shear layer
(laminar separation) instability as evident from Figs. 9 and 13. They
show the variation of the streamwise velocity profile and the

corresponding eigenfunction of the instability waves, respectively, with
distance along the plate. Ahead of the separation region, the

eigenfunction has a character typical of T-S waves with two peaks, a

large one at the critical layer and a small peak near the edge of the

boundary layer. In the separation region, the eigenfunctions develop a
third peak at the inflection point of the mean-flow profile. This peak
increases with distance from the separation point, achieves a maximum
which can be comparable to the peak at the critical layer, and decreases
to zero at the reattachment point. The effects of the shear—layer

instability are to increase the growth rates and the dangerous

frequency.
~

Table 6 and 7 summarize the computed results for all the hump and
dip configurations of Walker and Greening. They show the maximum

(maximized over all frequencies) amplification factor NT and its
corresponding frequency at the measured transition location. The values

·of NT range from 7.4 to 10, consistent with previous results for flat
plates.

It is obvious that the size of the separation bubble, which is a
function of the height of the hump and the Reynolds number, hasgreat·
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effect on the N-factor. Although a search for the most dangerous
frequency have to be done, a helpful hint can be found by looking at

Figure 12 which shows that the amplification factor gets larger as the.
location of the hump gets closer to Branch I of the stability curve of

the Blasius flow. This means that the most dangerous frequency

corresponds to the frequency around Branch I of the Blasius flow at

which R = Rm. But still a search had to be done.
The experimental results of dip No. 6 compared with dip No. 2 are

in doubt because the dips have the same height and nearly the same F

Reynolds number but different measured transition lengths. Never-

theless, the correlation between the theoretical and experimental
E

transition lengths is supportive of the eN method.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOHHENDATIONS

4.1. Conclusions

An analysis 1s conducted of the effect of lmperfectlons consisting
of humps and d1ps on the stablllty of lncompressible flows over flat

plates. The mean flow ls calculated using lnteractlng boundary layers.
Linear quaslparallel spatlal stablllty is used to calculate the growth
rates and mode shapes of two-dlmensional disturbances. Then, the

amplificatlon factor is computed. A search for the most dangerous
frequency 1s conducted based on an ampllfication factor of 9 in the
shortest dlstance. Correlatlons are made with the transition experiment
of walker and Greenlng using the eg method.

Based on the present 1nvest1gat1ons, it can be concluded that:

1. The eg method gives a good estimate of the transition location.

2. Increasing the size of the separation bubbleßlby increasing
either the he1ght—to-width ratio or the freestream Reynolds
number, causes transitlon to occur sooner.

3. In the separatlon bubble, the calculated growth rates of the

disturbances account for both the T-S and shear—layer
‘ instabilitles.
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4. The shape of the hump or d1p does not have a significant effect

on the growth rates.

5. The geometrical factors of the lmperfectlon that govern the
1nstab1l1ty are:

a. the height-to-width ratio.

b. the location of the lmperfectlon element from the leading

edge of the plate and Branch I of the Blasius stabllity

curve.
‘

_

6. The most dangerous frequency in the presence of the roughness
6

element is not the same as that for the Blasius flow.
4.2. Recounendations ·

The present study needs to be extended by accounting for:

a. nonlinear effects (ln view of the large growth rates
6

encountered 1n separation regions). h

b. nonparallel effects.
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c. the effects of concave curvature (1.e., Gortler

lnstability). _ ·

d. the receptlvity to acoustic and free-stream disturbances.

e. the lnteraction between any of the instability mechanisms.

More experlments need to be conducted to provide

detailedmeasurementsof the mean profiles, mode shapes, growth rates, etc. that

can be used to corroborate the theoretical results.
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Table 1. Hump ccnfigurations in the experiments of
walker and Greening

”

Number u h LT h*/b* Rm RT Bubble size
ft/sec in ft AR

1 82.6 0.031 4.58 0.0155 812 1346 00.0
— 2 69.4 0.0525 4.58 0.0263 830 1376. 18.0

3 70.4 .0555 4.58 0.0278 860 1426 29.6
4 53.0 0.0620 4.58 0.0310 744 1234 25.7
5 56.2 0.0665 4.58 0.0332 764 1267 28.8
6 53.8 0.0700 4.58 0.0350 753 1249 36.1‘“ 7 78.0 0.0530 3.75 0.0265 904 1357 26.9
8 76.0 0.0555 3.75 0.0278 892 1337 32.5
9 61.5 0.0620 3.75 0.0310 U803 1205 31.6
10 62.4 0.0630 3.75 0.0315 810 1215 34.5 T
11 55.5 0.0680 3.75 0.0340 761 U 1142 34.6
12 95.0 0.0525 2.92 0.0263 997 1319 32.6
13 70.0 0.0620 2.92 0.0310 _ 860 1138 32.8
14 92.4 0.0620 2.08 0.0310 A 983 1098 49.9
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Table 2. D1p configuratlons in the experiments of walker and Greening

Number u h LT h*/b* ‘Rm RT Bubble size
T ft/sec in ft AR

1 76.4 -0.057 4.58 0.0285 894 1483 37.7
2 65.8 -0.067 4.58 0.0335 831 1377 41.6
3 82.7 -0.057 3.75 0.0285 930 1395 39.8

. 4 61.9 -0.067 3.75 0.0335 807 1210 36.5
5 84.9 -0.057 2.92 0.0285 943 1248 41.3
6 69.7 -0.067 2.92 0.0285 855 1132 39.0
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Table 3. Variation of the maximum N·factor and the location
at which N = 9 with the height of a quartic hump of .

*
_

*· half-width ää = 2.274x10 2 (g- = 4.430) whose center

ls at Rm = 975: 6 = 5 2%:
·

Bubble
length

h* h* ’h* r
F T F R9 Nmax ^R

‘ 0 0 0 1792 9.84 0
4.198x10'4 0.082 0.019 1779 10.04 0
5.457x10'4 0.106. 0.024 ·1750 q10.25 0
8.395x10'4 · 0.164 · 0.037- . 1680 11.02 6.7

12.593xl0'4 0.246 0.055 1552 12.67 22.1
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Table 4. Influence of the location of a quartic hump on
. _ the maximum N factor and the Reynolds number at

h* h* -“
which N = 9, E; = 0.0554, tä·= 12.593x10 , L;

corresponds to R = 975, 6 = 5 üéi

R at center ‘ Bubble
lengthhtof hump E- R9 Nmax AR

844 0.284 1552 12.59 57.1
904 0.265 1552 12.68 23.5
975 0.246 1552 12.67 22.1

1443 0.166 1605 11.97 10.1
1648 0.145 1752 · 10.23 8.3

L
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Table 5. Variation of Reynolds number R9 at which the
computed N factor is equal to 9 and the computed N factor

at the measured transition location with frequency
for hump No. 5 ‘

Fx].Ü6 R9 3 NT

25.0 1513 5.7
30.0 1393 7.3
35.0 1315 8.4
37.5 1290 8.7
40.0 1306 8.5
45.0 xx 8.4
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Table 6. Correlation of the theoretlcal and experimental
results for the transitlon location for the

humps in Table 1

Hump# h* g; Rm Separatlon RT NT FTx106
ln T bubble

1 · AR

1 0.0310 0.0155 812 00.0 1346 10.03 20.0
2 0.0525 0.0262 830 18.0 1376 8.20 37.5
3 0.0555 0.0278 860 29.6 1426 9.09 35.0 T
4 0.062 0.0319 744 25.7 1234 7.95 40.0
5 ‘ 0.0665 0.0333 764 28.8 1267 8.70 37.5
6 0.0700 0.0350 753 36.1 1249 9.10 40.0
7 0.0530T 0.0265 7 904 26.9 1356 8.30 37.5
8 0.0555 0.0278 892 32.5 1337 8.19_ 35.0
9 0.0620 0.0310 T803‘ 31.7 1205 7.90 45.0 1

10 0.0630 0.0315 810 34.5 1215 8.00 42.5
11 0.0680 0.0340 761 34.6 1142 7.85 45.0 .
12 0.0525 0.0263 997 32.0 1319 9.20 35.0
13 0.0620 0.0310 860 32.8 1138 7.40 45.0
14 0.0620 0.0310 983 49.9 1098 9.00 55.0
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Table 7. Correlation of the theoretical and experimental results for
the transition lccation for the dips in Table 2

_

Dip# -h* ·h; Rm Separation RT NT FTx106
" bubble mz

1 0.057 0.0285 894 37.7 1483 9.2 30
2 0.067_ 0.0335 831 41.6 1377 8.9 35
3 0.057 0.0285 930 39.8 1395 8.31 35
4 0.067 0.0335 807 36.5 1210 7.5 40
5 0.057 0.0285 943 41.3 1248 7.3 45
6 0.067 0.0335 855 39.0 1132 6.69 50
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· ° h* = 0.061 in~ l l

X h* = 0.052 in
O h* = 0.036 in l

"' h* = 0.022 in 1

—-Calculated shape of Hump.„ . ya;. ‘
F"°U~=—»

- -

i.*;_.

25*Figure1. Experimental hump shape.
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• Surface tube
• Static pressure tube

Hump

L—E._
a

. 3•6~
‘

\t::2i..£..iE1.............. {5 _„ I

»\ Figure 2. ~ Configuration tested by walker and Greening. —
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Figure 3. Sk1n—fr1nct1on distribution for a hump centered at X*/L* =

0.75(R = 975), h*/L* == 0.00126, b*/L* = 0.02274•
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Figure 4a. Effect of the hump on skin—friction distribution. Hump
g centered at X*/L* = 1.0 L* corresponds to h*/b* = 0.019

F (R = 975), bf?L* = 0.02274.
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Figure 4b. Effect of the hump on skin-friction distribution. Humpcentered at X*/L* = 1.0 L* corresponds to h*/b* = 0.024
' (R = 975), b*ÜL* = 0.02274.
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0
Figure 4c. Effect of the hump on sk1n·fr1ct1on distribution- Hump

centered at X*/L* = 1.0 L* corresponds to h*/b* = 0.055
l. (R = 975), b*7L* = 0.02274. .
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. Figure 4d.‘ Effect of the hump on skin—friction distribution. Hump
centered at X*/L* = 1.0 L* corresponds to h*/b* = 0.055

. (R = 975), b*7L* = 0.02274.
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Figure Sa. Effect of the hump height on surface pressure distribution.7 Hump centered at X;/L* = 1.0(R = 975), b*/L* = 0.02274,h*/b* = 0.019. ‘ .
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Figure 5b. Effect of the hump height on surface pressure distributicn.
Hump centered at X;/L* = 1.0(R = 975), b*/L* = 0.02274,

. h*/b* = 0.024.
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Figure 5c. Effect of the hump height on surface pressure distribution.Hump centered at X;/L* = 1.0(R = 975), b*/L* = 0.02274,h*/b* = 0.037. M, __ pH
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Figure 5d. Effect of the hump height on surface pressure distribution.Hump centered at X";/L* = 1,0(R = 975), b*/|_*,= 0,02274,h*/b* = 0.055. _ ,_" __‘ _„,_ r
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Figure 6a. Effect of the hump Tdcation on skin-friction distribution.
h*/b* = 0.055, b*/L* = 0.0274, X;/L* = 0.75. —
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Figure 6b. Effect of the hump iocation on skin-friction
h*/b* = 0.055, b*/L* = 0.0274, X;/L* = 0-86]-
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Figure 6c. Effect of the hump 1ocation on skin-friction distribution.
h*/b* = 0.055, b*/L* = 0.0274, X;/L* = 1.0.
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Figure 6d. Effect of the hump Iocation on·smin-friction distribution.
_ n _ h*/b* = 0.055, b*/L* = 0.0274, X;/L* = 2.19.
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Figure 6e. Effect of the hump location on skin—friction distribution.4 h*/b* = 0.055, b*/L* = 0.0274, X;/L* = 2.86.
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Figure 10a. Effect of the hump height on the streamwise distribution ofthe growth rate. F = 25x10"6. Flow conditions shown by_- Figures 4a. and 5a, h*/b* = 0.019.
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Figure 10c. Effect of the hump height on the streamwise distribution of
. the growth rate. F = 25x10°6. F1ow conditions shown by
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Figure 10d. Effect of the hump height on the streamwise distribution of
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Figure 11. Effect of the hump height on the stgeamwise variation ofthe amplification factor F = 25x10' . Flow conditionsshown by Figures 4 and 5, h*/b* = (a) 0.019, (b) 0.024, (c)0.037, (d) 0.055, (e) Blasius.
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